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Compliance
What are the legal requirements that matter
to you? That answer varies by industry. This is
why we’ve created industry-specific compliance
profiles that provide both system configuration
enforcement and code-level detection of
unauthorized changes.
HIPAA
The Health Insurance Portability and accountability
Act (HIPAA) of 1996, requires healthcare providers
who transfer documents online or maintain
electronic records to adhere to a specific set of
requirements intended to secure patient privacy.
Many healthcare providers are looking for a way
to formalize their approach to HIPAA compliance
in order to communicate the value they place
on privacy to their trusting patients, as well as
prepare for potential audits.
Automation
HIPAA compliance lays the groundwork for
trust in the patient/provider relationship. HIPAA
regulations are based on industry-accepted
best practices for infrastructure security.
The SIMP + HEALTH profile provides a turn-key
approach to automate these practices. As the
SIMP project grows, you gain improvements
based on security reviews, not only from your
industry, but from all covered industries, resulting
in lasting benefit to your business.

Contact Us
Are you ready to get started? We are ready to answer
your questions and help to bring your business to a
state of operational compliance.
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Our Solution.
Your Industry.

SIMP + HEALTH Compliance Profiles
HIPAA Benefits
Risk Management
Security practices are an essential
component of HIPAA regulations. Our
security specialists have configured
a turn-key solution that will help you
automatically mitigate risk. Effective
automation with SIMP can help reduce
losses due to misconfigured systems,
system breaches, and failed audits.
Improved Efficiency & Flexibility
SIMP has been designed so that
multiple requirement bodies can
be satisfied on a single automation
framework. This provides consistency
and flexibility for enterprises governed
by several standards.
Business Continuity
Built
on
leading
automation
technologies, SIMP has been designed
to automate compliance and system
functionality. Your team can use the
same tested framework to transition
critical business functions into reliable
reusable components.

Onyx Point
7050 Hi Tech Dr.
Suite 102
Hanover, MD 21076
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Our Team
At Your Service.
Imagine if your organization was secured by the
most trusted professionals in Automation and
Applied Security industries. The SIMP product
itself is a powerful extension of our team’s
expert knowledge and decades of experience in
security, compliance, configuration management
and automation. SIMP’s comprehensive
ecosystem provides modular flexibility to
meet the needs of your specific environment.
You can enhance its effectiveness in your
environment with help from our team. With
SIMP service options, you gain the benefits of a
thoroughly tested product with the insight and
guidance of a trusted team of experts.

SIMP + SUPPORT
Annual Subscription Benefits
Security Plan Templates
Free SIMP Updates
Discounts for On-Site Consulting
SIMP Training Discounts
Private Support Portal

Consulting
Onyx Point, Inc. offers staff augmentation and
consulting to meet your specific requirements.
On-site and remote options are available for
custom module development and integration
services. Please contact us for details.
Training
Knowledge is power. Leverage the security and
compliance benefits of the SIMP framework
while supporting the professional growth of your
in-house administrators. Take your skills to the
next level as our trainers guide you through the
competencies you will need to manage a SIMP
infrastructure. Learn more about our training
options at onyxpoint.com, or contact us for
details.

Contact Us
Are you ready to get started? We are ready to answer
your questions and help to bring your business to a
state of operational compliance.
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